Recent advances in modeling and analysis of bioelectric and biomagnetic sources.
Determining the centers of electrical activity in the human body and the connectivity between different centers of activity in the brain is an active area of research. To understand brain function and the nature of cardiovascular diseases requires sophisticated methods applicable to non-invasively measured bioelectric and biomagnetic data. As it is difficult to solve for all unknown parameters at once, several strains of data analysis have been developed, each trying to solve a different part of the problem and each requiring a different set of assumptions. Current trends and results from major topics of electro- and magnetoencephalographic data analysis are presented here together with the aim of stimulating research into the unification of the different approaches. The following topics are discussed: source reconstruction using detailed finite element modeling to locate sources deep in the brain; connectivity analysis for the quantification of strength and direction of information flow between activity centers, preferably incorporating an inverse solution; the conflict between the statistical independence assumption of sources and a possible connectivity; the verification and validation of results derived from non-invasively measured data through animal studies and phantom measurements. This list already indicates the benefits of a unified view.